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The Best Photos For Your Best Friend

Your furry friend shows you love every day.  Why not capture love with a professional photography session?


	
Perfect for birthdays or anniversaries



	
Create beautiful art for your home



	
Capture your pet’s personality










Professional Pet Photos
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We bring you the best local pet photographers around Sydney who are able to capture the individual personalities of your pets with stunning photos.

















Pawtastic Photography
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A post shared by Pawtastic Photography~🇦🇺Sydney (@pawtastic_pics)








Sam at Pawtastic believes that pets are family, and that by just being themselves they bring us laughter and joy, making the most of every moment.

She is a self confessed animal obsessive and has untold numbers of photos of paws and cute furry details!

With a good range of both cat and dog photography, Sam is a great all rounder and can confidently photograph any type of pet. Cat sessions take place in the cat’s home and photoshoots with dogs take place in a range of attractive locations Sam has discovered around the Sydney and northern beaches region.









Furry Munchkins
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A post shared by Sydney Pet Photographer (@furrymunchkinsphotography)








Animal photographer Keefe Tay of Furry Muchkins is based on the northern shore of Sydney and his team of dedicated dog and cat photographers promise to capture beautiful photos of your pet and family.

Their photos will show their individual personalities and encapsulate the special bond that is shared between pet and their owner.

Furry Munchkins are incredibly passionate about cats and unusually for a pet photography service, seem to focus on these beautiful creatures more than dogs.  Their Instagram feed shows that they do indeed photograph both cats and dogs. Their fundraising coffee table cat book has proved a big success and has raised much needed funds for a good cause.









Love Pets Photography
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A post shared by Love Pets Photography (@lovepetsphotography)








Love Pets Photography have a very bright and studio based look to their pet photography. And people love it!

Working with both cats and dogs, the team at Love Pets help to celebrate your fur baby by creating a legacy of love with stunning pet photos.

Their charity supporting photo books have raised a great deal of money for worthy causes and continue to be popular.



















Portraits of a Pet
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A post shared by Portraits of a Pet (@portraitsofapet)








We love that Portraits of a Pet has a pig in their portfolio. Now, THAT’S a pet!

As well as the pig, they have also photographed hundreds of cats, dogs and….some Guinea Pigs. We love versatility in an animal photographer, and these guys can certainly handle any animal that you offer them!

When he’s not working at the RSCPA as a graphic designer and photographer, Patrick, the man behind Portraits of a Pet is out photographing pets for private clients.

With pet photography session pricing starting at $350, you’ll be pleased to hear that 10% of the session fee is donated to RSPCA NSW – loving your work Patrick!









Ruthless Photos
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A post shared by Professional Pet Photographer (@ruthlessphotos)








We covered the excellent Ruthless Photos on our Canberra pet photography page, so check them out there.









Pawtraits and Pawprints
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A post shared by Pet Photographer – Mia 📸🐕🌞 (@pawtraits.and.pawprints)








Owner of a Beagle and 2 cats, Mia, the photographer behind Pawtraits and Pawprints is a lifeloing animal lover.

Always out and about with her camera, it wasn’t until Mia photographed a friend’s dog while out on a walk that she realised she could start offering her photography skills to clients.

She describes her perfect life as being outdoors and taking photos to produce the photo that will make their owner’s face beam.

When Mia isn’t at the local shelter helping animals, she’s hanging out with them taking their photo.

















Call of the Wild
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A post shared by Professional Dog Photographer (@callofthewild_petphotography)








As a photographer’s daughter, Annabel has naturally gravitated towards photography with animals and film making.

She adores dogs and looks forward to capturing your dog’s unique character, creating heart warming portraits you’ll treasure forever.

As well as being a great dog photographer, Annabel welcomes all types of animal and has even photographed a crocodile!









Dog Photog
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A post shared by Dog Photog (@dog_photog)








We covered this Melbourne pet photographer over on the Melbourne page so check them out there.











Allira Fontana
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A post shared by Sydney Pet & Equine Photos (@allirafontanaphotography)








Based 40kms north west of Sydney CBD in Kenthurst with with her beautiful dogs Chico & Archie, Allira Fontana specialises in both canine and equine photography sessions for private clients.

With a session fee of $175, Allira will spend up to 90 minutes with on a pet portrait session, after which the client is able to order and purchase images and custom art pieces in a private viewing appointment.

As Allira mentions on her website, and we have to agree : ‘Photography is more than just art – it is a memory captured in time.’  



















Furtographer
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A post shared by Sydney Pet Photographer (@furtographer_australia)








Rachel of Furtographer loves animals, especially her greyhound Moosie Moo and says that if she won the lotto she’d buy a large property where rescue greyhounds could live in harmony with a menagerie of other animals. We like her thinking!

Based in Rosemeadow NSW, Rachel and the Furtographer team operate throughout Sydney and beyond upon request.

With a sitting fee of a very reasonable $175, sessions take 1-2 hours in studio with use of multiple backdrops and the inclusion of family members.  The session fee also includes a print or digital image which represents excellent value.







The Dogs Pyjamas
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A post shared by the dogs pyjamas (@thedogspyjamas)








Located in Double Bay and led by experienced studio photographer Dave Pidgeon, The Dogs Pyjamas is a pet photography studio that is passionate about creating a pet’s unique personality and the special bond shared with the owner.

Dave and his team take a relaxed approach to photoshoots so that your pet feels comfortable and they can create their beautiful keepsakes during the photoshoot.

A 90 minute pet photo session with The Dogs Pyjamas at their Double Bay studio costs $250, with a $100 credit towards purchasing artwork.  Location shoots are also available.







Hergott Photography
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A post shared by Sydney based Equine and Canine photographer/ videographer (@hergott_photography)








Specialising in equine and canine photography, Hergott Photography is located in Mosman but moves between Terry Hills, the Hawkesbury and surrounding areas.

With a basic photo session starting at $150 at your chosen location within 60km of Mosman, Eva the photographer behind Hergott Photography will guide you and your subject through the steps to achieve the best photography for your wall.

As Eva says:


‘Beautiful and meaningful portraits don’t just happen which is why we take the time to really get to know you and what it is that makes your bond with your horse and dog special to you.’



















Alisha Emily Photography
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A post shared by Alisha Emily (@alishaemilyphotography)








Although she is fairly new to the pet photography scene, Alisha Emily Photography is already showing great promise and attracting plenty of new customers.

Based in Dee Why, Alisha offers her professional pet photography service either at your home or out at the numerous stunning locations that are available to NSW pet owners.

Alisha often includes humans in her pet portraits and enjoys showcasing the bond that is shared by animal and owner. We encourage you to check out her most recent work on Instagram and affordable pet photo packages which start at $200.


















Contact us for the Sydney pet photographer nearest to you

Contact Us




Expert Advice
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Read some of our recent articles on pet care, animal photography and tips on how to start a Sydney pet photography business.
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														Unleashing Knowledge and Joy: Exploring the World of Pet and Dog-Related Podcasts
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	Unleashing Knowledge and Joy: Exploring the World of Pet and Dog-Related Podcasts
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														How to be Environmentally Aware While Owning a Dog
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	How to be Environmentally Aware While Owning a Dog
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														Printed Pet Love: Capturing Perfection in Photos
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	Printed Pet Love: Capturing Perfection in Photos
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														How Much Does It Cost To Own A Pet? Try Our Pet Costs Calculator
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	How Much Does It Cost To Own A Pet? Try Our Pet Costs Calculator
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														How To Select The Best Food For Your Dog
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	How To Select The Best Food For Your Dog
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														What Makes The Perfect Dog Bed?
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	What Makes The Perfect Dog Bed?




















Professional Pet Photography in Sydney, Northern Beaches & Central Coast NSW
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Pet owners are able to trust their professional photographer to capture the personalities of their beloved companions. Being specialists in the field of animal photography, your photographer will know exactly how to pose your pet to capture the perfect photo.


Contact Us
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